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Burns  
One of the rare but easy 
to get workplace injuries 
as burns. There’re four 
major types of burns. 
They are known as first 
degree, second degree, 
third degree, chemical 
burn.  burns come from 
all different aspects of 
construction you could 
get small bands such a 
sunburn, for more severe 
brands from chemicals 
such as dry cement or 
acid, or even an arc 
burn from welding. It is 
important that you know 
the hazards associated 
with the task you are 
longing and if there is a 
potential burn hazard 
related to this task. First 
degree burns are the  

First of the brands can 
be treated on site and 
do not require medical 
help. Simply run the 
word on under cold 
water for 15 minutes. 
Play some aloevera 
lotion or other burn 
ointment on the area 
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Most common. This is 
one on the outer layer 
of skin is burned such 
as a sunburn although 
it could be painful it 
will heal quickly and 
easily without long-
term effects.  Second-
degree burns are 
more serious have The 
burn in damage 
extends beyond the 
top layer of skin, the 
skin will be red sore 
and swollen sunglasses 
may appear Second 
degree burns can take 
weeks to heal. With 
both first and second 
or he burns you want 
to keep the area dry 
and clean. Be sure to 
wrap the area. Third  

Degree burns some of 
the most dangerous as 
they extend to the top 
layers of skin all the way 
down Into the fat below 
the skin. Depending on 
how the burners caused 
the wound could be 
dark brown and 
charred. Third and fourth 
degree burns can be 
painful or you feel 
nothing at all if it is 
affected the nerve 
endings. A prompt and 
immediate medical 
response is required for 
3/4th degree burns do 
not put it underwater 
we’re try to treat yourself 
as you’ll just cause more 
damage.  

Effected area. Second 
degree burns can also 
be treated The most 
part at home do not 
run secondary brands 
under cold water you 
Just keep the area 
clean and dry 

Third and fourth 
degree burns are 
currently in medical 
care you should call 
911And I wait for 
professional medical 
help to arrive do not 
attempt to treat.  

GOOD SAFETY 
HABITS 

BAD SAFETY 
HABITS 

Crew in full PPE during high 
traffic job.  
 
Spotter used to help equipment 
move around traffic.  

Use of cut off saw with no face 
shield.   
 
No hard hat worn by operator 
when out of machine.  
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